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Abstract
Text Simplification (TS) aims to make texts more accessible to various readers by reducing reading time and/or by facilitating
understanding and access to the relevant information. In this study, we address two topics which are important for TS but have not
received much attention so far. First, we explore which types of syntactic simplification transformations make troubleshooting in IT
domain easier for both native and non-native English speakers. Second, we explore how the choice of TS evaluation strategy influences
final results. Our experiments show that grammaticality of a sentence influences the perceived simplicity by native and by non-native
speakers differently. We also find that a high inter-annotator agreement can be achieved only in the case of the relative assessment of the
sentence pairs in which one sentence is significantly simpler than the other one.
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1. Introduction
Text simplification (TS) has the goal of making texts more
accessible by reducing reading time and/or improving un-
derstanding of the information contained in them. So far,
TS systems have been proposed for many languages, e.g.
English (Carroll et al., 1999; Coster and Kauchak, 2011a;
Siddharthan and Angrosh, 2014; Štajner and Glavaš, 2017;
Nisioi et al., 2017), Spanish (Saggion et al., 2015; Štajner et
al., 2015b), Portuguese (Aluı́sio and Gasperin, 2010; Spe-
cia, 2010), Italian (Barlacchi and Tonelli, 2013), Basque
(Aranzabe et al., 2012). The proposed TS systems had var-
ious target populations in mind, e.g. children (Barlacchi and
Tonelli, 2013), people with low literacy levels (Aluı́sio and
Gasperin, 2010), non-native speakers (Paetzold and Specia,
2016b), and people with various cognitive or reading im-
pairments (Saggion et al., 2015; Rello et al., 2013; Orasan
et al., 2013). The majority of the proposed TS systems
focused on simplifying either news articles, or Wikipedia
articles, or both. The latest state-of-the-art TS systems (Ni-
sioi et al., 2017; Zhang and Lapata, 2017) use neural archi-
tectures and are trained on the English Wikipedia – Sim-
ple English Wikipedia (EW–SEW) TS datasets (Coster and
Kauchak, 2011b; Hwang et al., 2015). By being fully su-
pervised and trained on the EW–SEW TS dataset, they rep-
resent the ‘general’ TS systems which should make texts
more accessible to everyone.

1.1. Evaluation of TS systems
In spite of the recent increased interest in text simplifica-
tion, there are no common standards in evaluation of TS
systems. Ideally, TS systems should be evaluated at the
text level, by measuring reading time and understanding
by the final users. However, such an evaluation is time-
consuming, and in the case of vulnerable target popula-
tions, the access to the final users might be difficult. There-
fore, in practice, TS systems are usually evaluated at the
sentence level by native or non-native speakers, or a mix-
ture of both. This already raises some important issues, as

randomly-selected or crowdsourced evaluators might not be
good proxies for the target populations. Apart from that,
such human evaluations have varied from one study to an-
other with regards to the number of annotators, the type
of annotators (native vs. non-native), the type of evalua-
tion (absolute score vs. relative comparison), the evaluation
scale (0/1, 1–3, or 1–5), etc. (see Table 1 in Section 2),
which brings additional problems in comparing the perfor-
mances of TS systems from different studies.

1.2. Goals and Contributions
This work has two main goals. The first is to better under-
stand how different syntactic transformations and the gram-
maticality of a sentence influence the perceived sentence
simplicity by native and non-native English speakers. The
second goal is to explore how the type of annotators and
the type of evaluation influence final results and the inter-
annotator agreement (IAA). To achieve those goals, we ex-
plore the following research questions:

• RQ1: How does the grammaticality of a text snippet
influence its simplicity and whether this influence vary
depending on the type of evaluators (native vs. non-
native speakers) or not?

• RQ2: Is the absolute simplicity of a text snippet per-
ceived differently by native and by non-native speak-
ers?

• RQ3: Is there a difference in simplification gain af-
ter applying particular simplification operations on a
text snippet (i.e. its relative simplicity) depending on
whether it is evaluated by a native or by a non-native
speakers?

• RQ4: How does the type of evaluators (native vs.
non-native speakers) and the evaluation type (absolute
vs. relative simplicity) reflect on the inter-annotator
agreement?



Study – Language
Simp.type

Readab. MTeval Cover.
Human evaluation of sentence/word simplicity

Synt. Lex. Native 1–5 1–3 0–1 Rel. #annot. #sent. mod.
(Specia, 2010) – PT + + − + − ? − + − − ? 20 +
(Yatskar et al., 2010) – EN − + − − + + − + − − 3 100* −
(Coster and Kauchak, 2011a) – EN + + − + − − − − − − − − −
(Wubben et al., 2012) – EN + + + + − − + − − − 46 20 +
(Glavaš and Štajner, 2013) – EN + − + − − − − + − − 3 70 ?
(Angrosh et al., 2014) – EN + + − − − ±? + − − − ? 50 +
(Saggion et al., 2015) – ES + + + − − + + + − − 25 48 +
(Baeza-Yates et al., 2015) – ES − + − − + + − − + − 3 200* +
(Štajner et al., 2015b) – ES + + − + − ± + − − + 13 20-40 +
(Glavaš and Štajner, 2015) – EN − + − − + − + − − + 2 80 −
(Paetzold and Specia, 2016b) – EN − + − − + − − − − − − − −
(Xu et al., 2016) – EN + + − + − ? − − − + 5 ? ?

Table 1: The types of evaluations used in various text simplification studies (‘*‘ signifies the number of examples/words
instead of the number of sentences; ‘?’ that the answer cannot be found in the paper; and ‘±?‘ that the evaluators are most
probably a mixture of native and non-native speakers).

To better place our work into the current TS literature and
clarify our research goals and contributions, we present the
most relevant related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we
describe the procedure for collecting the new dataset used
in this study. The next four sections (Sections 4–7) describe
the experimental setup and provide results and detailed dis-
cussions for each of the four research questions (RQ1–4)
separately. Section 8 summarises the most important re-
sults and discuss their potential impact on TS research.

2. Related Work
In this section, we present the most relevant related work
with regards to the automatic evaluation methods in TS
(Section 2.1), human evaluation procedures in TS (Sec-
tion 2.2), inter-annotator agreement (Section 2.3), and the
existing evaluation datasets (Section 2.4).

2.1. Automatic Evaluation in TS
The main way of evaluating text simplification (TS) sys-
tems, either manual or automated, is by human evaluation.
Some studies, however, additionally include an automatic
evaluation of TS systems, either by using readability for-
mulae (e.g. (Saggion et al., 2015; Drndarević et al., 2013;
Woodsend and Lapata, 2011)), or in the case of machine
translation (MT) based TS (e.g. (Specia, 2010; Xu et al.,
2016)), by using some of the automatic machine transla-
tion evaluation measures such as BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002) or NIST score (Doddington, 2002). Although such
automatic evaluation measures allow for a greater number
of instances to be evaluated than by means of human eval-
uation, they still have a number of shortcomings. Read-
ability metrics are reliable only at the text level and not at
the sentence level (and are oblivalent to grammaticality and
meaning), while machine translation evaluation metrics, al-
though showing good correlation with some human judge-
ments (Wubben et al., 2012; Štajner et al., 2014; Xu et al.,
2016; Štajner et al., 2016), do not reward for TS-specific
transformations such as sentence shortening or strong para-
phrasing, and do not take into account the input sentences
(Štajner et al., 2015a; Xu et al., 2016; Štajner and Ni-
sioi, 2018). Additionally, the MT-evaluation metrics re-

quire ‘gold standard’ simplifications which are rarely avail-
able in TS.
The systems which only perform lexical simplification (no
syntactic simplification) are usually evaluated automati-
cally by the number of changes performed and the cover-
age of changes over a ‘gold standard’ dataset of complex
words for non-native speakers (Horn et al., 2014; Glavaš
and Štajner, 2015; Paetzold and Specia, 2016a; Paetzold
and Specia, 2016b). This type of evaluation is thus limited
to those particular test instances.

2.2. Human Evaluation in TS
The main and most reliable method for evaluating TS sys-
tems is still considered to be human evaluation. Although it
should ideally be performed at the text level and by the final
target users, given the time such evaluation would require
and difficulties to reach some of the target populations, hu-
man evaluation of TS systems is usually done only at the
sentence level, by either native or non-native speakers (or,
less often, a mixture of both). The annotators are asked
to rate the simplified sentences for their grammaticality,
meaning preservation, and simplicity, either on an absolute
scale or in a pairwise comparison. The problem is that dif-
ferent TS studies use different evaluation strategies and thus
it is not possible to compare their results. Table 1 presents
an overview of different types of evaluation strategies used
for assessing the simplicity of TS output so far. As can be
seen, human evaluation is sometimes performed in terms
of an absolute simplicity score on a 1–5 or 1–3 level scale,
sometimes as a 0–1 labeling (simpler/not simpler than the
original), and sometimes as a relative pairwise comparison
of the output of different systems or system configurations
(Rel.). The number of annotators (#annot.), and the num-
ber of sentences (#sent.) also vary, as well as whether the
evaluation is performed only on the sentences which under-
went some change (mod.) or a random subset of sentences
(including the unchanged ones).

2.3. Inter-Annotator Agreement
Although Yatskar et al. (2010) reported a better inter-
annotator agreement among native than among non-native
evaluators on a 1–5 level evaluation task, no other stud-



Answer type Text
Original (O) Your payment received not and application submitted
Grammatical (G) Your payment was not received and the application was submitted.
Split (S) Your payment was not received. However, the application was submitted.
All (A) We did not receive your payment. But, we received your application.

Table 2: An example of the original answer (O), grammatically corrected answer (G), answer with split sentences (S), and
the answer with applied additional operations (A). Differences between the answers are shown in bold. The corresponding
question was: Was my payment received on time?

ies tried to further explore the influence of the annotators
type on the obtained evaluation results. The differences in
the obtained results could be particularly pronounced in the
case of relative comparisons, as the original sentence might
already be simple enough for native speakers and there-
fore, its further simplification would not be rewarded by
native annotators as much as by non-native annotators. An-
other problem could be that the original sentence might be
so complex for the non-native annotators that any of the
performed simplification transformations (usually very few
in automatic text simplification systems) could not make it
any simpler.
Furthermore, it has never been explored how much the
grammaticality of a sentence influences its perceived sim-
plicity. This might be an important factor, as the current
state-of-the-art TS systems still produce many ungrammat-
ical sentences. An output sentence which is rated as com-
plex might be rated that way for various reasons: (1) be-
cause it is ungrammatical (in spite of correctly applied lex-
ical or syntactic simplification operations); (2) because it
was left unchanged and the original sentence was already
complex; (3) because the simplification operations were
incorrectly applied and led to generating a more complex
sentence (which might be completely grammatical). Those
three cases could be differently rated by native and by
non-native annotators, as for example, the native evaluators
might penalize the ungrammaticality more severely, while
the non-native annotators might reward lexical and syntac-
tic simplicity regardless of the grammaticality.

2.4. Existing Datasets for TS Evaluation
The existing datasets with human evaluation scores (e.g.
those systems shown in Table 1) are not convenient for
assessing the influence of grammaticality and various sen-
tence simplification operations on the perceived simplicity
of a text snippet, as they do not control for one variable at
the time. The majority of those datasets only contain those
sentences which underwent at least one syntactic or lexi-
cal transformation, and such sentences are often ungram-
matical. By using such a dataset we would not be able to
know whether the change in simplicity score between the
original and automatically simplified (ungrammatical) sen-
tence comes from the fact that the grammaticality of the
sentence was damaged, or from the changes that were made
(and which kind of changes were made exactly), while all
those factors may play a role. Additionally, only one of
those datasets (Štajner et al., 2015b) contains the evaluation
scores assigned by both native and non-native speakers and
would thus allow for comparison of scores obtained by na-
tive vs. non-native evaluators. Yet again, that dataset does

not have a sufficient number of sentences to allow control-
ling for the grammaticality and the sentence transformation
type. To control for all those factors at the same time, we
create a new dataset described in the next section.

3. Data Collection
We collect questions and answers (Q&A) from an IT ser-
vice in a hospital in India and from the WMT 2016 shared
task for the IT domain.1 We opt for having a Q&A type of
dataset to have a larger context for better simplicity assess-
ment, and for testing the previously mentioned issues in a
real-world scenario, in which a reader is required to under-
stand the answer and find the necessary information. Out of
all Q&A from those two sources, we selected 30 (20 from
the first source and 10 from the second) which fulfilled the
following two conditions: (1) the answer was grammati-
cally incorrect (containing more than one grammatical er-
ror) and (2) the answer was sufficiently complex to allow
applying sentence splitting and at least one of the following
simplification operations (additional transformations):

• removing superfluous words

• conversion of passive to active voice

• disambiguation of meaning

• conversion to the canonical subject-verb-object form

As additional transformations we choose the most fre-
quently used operations in various guidelines for producing
easy-to-read texts (PlainLanguage, 2011; Mencap, 2002;
Freyhoff et al., 1998) and in rule-based text simplification
modules (Siddharthan and Angrosh, 2014; Saggion et al.,
2015). We do not focus on lexical simplification on pur-
pose, as LS systems are usually evaluated for their cover-
age on the existing, specially designed datasets (Horn et
al., 2014; Glavaš and Štajner, 2015; Paetzold and Specia,
2016a; Paetzold and Specia, 2016b). Instead, we focus on
the simplification operations which operate on a syntactic
or discourse level.
For each of the 30 answers, in addition to the original an-
swer (O), we produce three simplified versions: (1) the
grammatically corrected version (G); (2) the sentence-split
version (S) by performing sentence splitting on the gram-
matically corrected version as many times as possible to
satisfy the main rule of easy-to-read texts (keeping the sen-
tences as short as possible and covering only one main idea
per sentence); and (3) the (grammatically corrected) sen-
tence simplified by using sentence splitting and as many as

1http://www.statmt.org/wmt16/it-translation-task.html



possible additional transformations (A). All three versions
were produced by a linguist, native English speaker, and
checked by another. Both editors were experienced in man-
ual text simplification. An example of the original sentence
(O), its manually corrected version (G), and the two manu-
ally simplified versions: after the sentence splitting (S) and
after performing additional simplification transformations
(A) is presented in Table 2.
The 30 Q&A were divided into two sets of 15 Q&A ran-
domly. Next, we ask 40 native and 40 non-native English
speakers to rate each of the four answers for the given 15
questions on a 1–5 Likert scale by saying how easy to un-
derstand was the answer (1→ very simple; 5→ very com-
plex). This way, each answer is evaluated by 20 native and
20 non-native English speakers, and each evaluator only
evaluates 15 answers. In this way, we follow the com-
mon TS evaluation practices of not giving more than 20
tasks/items to the evaluators in the case of crowdsourced
evaluation, to avoid the fatigue effect.
Different versions of the same answers were always shown
one after another in random order, always together with
their corresponding question. We opted for this way of pre-
senting answers, which allows for their direct comparison
and ranking, but we did not instruct the annotators to rank
them. Instead, we asked them to evaluate them indepen-
dently of each other. We chose this evaluation setup as it is
the most common way of evaluating TS systems.
The native English speakers were from the UK, USA, and
Australia. The non-native English speakers were from In-
dia and Germany. The English proficiency of non-native
speakers was not checked by any kind of qualification tests.
However, the language used at their workplace is English.
All 80 evaluators (40 native and 40 non-native English
speakers) are familiar with the IT support procedures, as
they all use computers in their daily tasks at work and have
contacted the IT support at least once before. We did not
collect any additional information about the evaluators (e.g.
gender, age, or name).

4. Influence of Grammaticality (RQ1)
To explore how the grammaticality of an answer influences
its perceived simplicity, we conduct two analyses.
First, we calculate the difference between the simplicity
score assigned to the grammatically corrected answer and
the one assigned to the original answer (where positive
number indicates higher simplicity of the grammatically
corrected version) for each answer and for each annotator (a
total of 30× 20 = 600 data points). The first row in Table 3
presents the average difference with standard deviation. We
find that grammaticality has a significantly (Mann-Whitney
U test in SPSS; p < 0.05) stronger influence on perceived
simplicity within the native speakers than within the non-
native speakers.
Second, we calculate the percentage of cases in which the
grammatically correct version (G) was rated as simpler than
the original (ungrammatical) version (O), and the percent-
age of cases in which both versions (O and G) were rated
as equally simple (the last two rows in Table 3).
The results indicate that the native speakers penalize the
simplicity score of ungrammatical sentences significantly

Measure Native Non-native
Average difference ± st.dev. 0.50 ± 1.07 0.39 ± 1.20
G simpler than O 44.50% 37.50%
G equally simple as O 43.60% 45.83%

Table 3: The average difference (with standard deviation)
between the simplicity score of the grammatically correct
answer (G) and the simplicity score of the original an-
swer (O), where positive values signify that the original an-
swer was perceived as more complex, and the percentage
of cases (out of 600) in which G was rated as simpler than
O, or as equally simple as O.

Type Native Non-native
Original 2.65 ± 1.12 2.66 ± 1.22
Grammatically correct 2.14 ± 0.99 2.27 ± 1.09
With splitting 1.95 ± 0.91 2.15 ± 1.10
With addition. transform. 1.82 ± 0.91 2.14 ± 1.20

Table 4: The mean value of the simplicity score (with stan-
dard deviation) for different variants of the answers (the
lower the score, the simpler the answer). Statistically sig-
nificant differences (Mann-Whitney U test in SPSS; p <
0.02 and p < 0.001, respectively) between the two groups
of evaluators (native and non-native) are presented in bold.

more than the non-native speakers do.

5. Absolute Simplicity (RQ2)
The influence of the annotators group (native vs. non-
native) on the perceived absolute simplicity of the answer
(before and after various modifications) is presented in Ta-
ble 4. Although both groups start from the similar average
simplicity scores for the original answers (2.65 and 2.66,
respectively), after the application of simplification trans-
formations (both sentence splitting and additional transfor-
mations), the native speakers perceive the simplified an-
swers significantly simpler than the non-native speakers do.
Additionally, we notice a lower standard deviation in the
scores within the native speakers. This indicates a greater
homogeneity within the native than within the non-native
annotators, which is in line with the findings of Yatskar et
al. (2010) and Yimam et al. (2017) on similar tasks.

6. Relative Simplicity (RQ3)
To investigate the influence of the annotators group (native
vs. non-native) on the results of the relative simplicity as-
sessment, for each of the 600 data points (30 Q&A × 20
annotators), we calculate the difference between the scores
obtained for two different versions of the same answer. The
mean values and standard deviations are presented in Ta-
ble 5, where positive score indicates that the second version
is simpler. To investigate whether there are significant dif-
ferences in simplicity scores assigned to the answer before
and after certain simplification/correction operation, within
the same group of annotators, we compare the scores us-
ing marginal homogeneity test for two related samples in
SPSS, following the methodology for the relative simplic-
ity assessment used by Štajner et al. (2015b).



Comparing Native Non-native
Original−Grammatical *0.50 ± 1.07 *0.39 ± 1.20
Grammatical−Split *0.19 ± 1.01 *0.12 ± 1.07
Grammatical−Additional *0.32 ± 1.25 *0.13 ± 1.17
Original−Split *0.70 ± 1.20 *0.51 ± 1.31
Original−Additional *0.82 ± 1.32 *0.52 ± 1.37
Split−Additional *0.13 ± 1.12 0.01 ± 1.10

Table 5: The average change (with standard deviation) in
simplicity score between the two versions of the same an-
swer. Statistically significant (Mann-Whitney U test in
SPSS; p < 0.05) differences between the two groups of
evaluators are presented in bold. Statistically significant
(marginal homogeneity test for two repeated samples in
SPSS; p < 0.01) differences in simplicity scores between
the two versions of the same answer, within the same group
of annotators, are marked with an ‘*’.

For almost all relative comparisons, we find a signifi-
cant difference in the obtained simplicity gain between the
two groups of annotators. The differences are mostly in-
fluenced by the way the grammaticality and the applica-
tion of additional transformations change the score. Sen-
tence splitting seems to influence simplicity gain simi-
larly in both groups of annotators. The difference in sim-
plicity gain after applying sentence splitting and multiple
transformations on the grammatically corrected versions
(Grammatical−Additional) is almost three times more pro-
nounced within the native than the non-native annotators.
The results also indicate that the grammaticality of a sen-
tence has much stronger influence on the simplicity gain
than any simplification transformation. This calls for atten-
tion in current practices in text simplification evaluation.
As we saw earlier (Table 1), some studies evaluate only the
sentences which have been changed, while the others also
evaluate the unchanged sentences. Transformed sentences
are often ungrammatical, and according to our results, this
can influence the perceived simplicity more than any sim-
plification operation, thus blurring the TS evaluation re-
sults. Furthermore, the application of multiple transfor-
mations on the already short sentences (Split−Additional)
seems not to have much influence, on average, in any of the
two annotator groups.
The large standard deviations within the groups indicate a
high heterogeneity in perceived simplicity gain within both
groups, indicating the need for having a large number of an-
notators for a reliable evaluation of simplicity gain (relative
comparisons).

7. Inter-Annotator Agreement (RQ4)
In this set of experiments, we calculate the unweighted Co-
hen’s kappa (κ) as a measure of inter-annotator agreement
among each pair of annotators within the group of native
annotators, and within the group of non-native annotators
(a total of 190 pairs in each group).2 At the same time, we
control for the type of evaluation (absolute vs. relative), and

2Although the IAA can be calculated for multiple annotators,
in TS evaluation, it is a common practice to report the average
pairwise IAA calculated as the (un)weighted Cohen’s kappa.

κ range Original Gramm. Split Addit.
0 < κ ≤ 0.2 139 168 158 152
0.2 < κ ≤ 0.4 41 19 25 33
0.4 < κ ≤ 0.6 7 2 5 4
0.6 < κ ≤ 0.8 2 0 1 0
0.8 < κ ≤ 1.0 1 1 1 1

Table 6: The number of pairs of native annotators with the
IAA scores (Cohen’s κ) in each of five score ranges, for
each of the four types of sentences (or text snippets).

κ range Original Gramm. Split Addit.
0 < κ ≤ 0.2 153 175 160 154
0.2 < κ ≤ 0.4 34 13 22 28
0.4 < κ ≤ 0.6 2 1 6 7
0.6 < κ ≤ 0.8 1 1 2 1
0.8 < κ ≤ 1.0 0 0 0 0

Table 7: The number of pairs of non-native annotators with
the IAA scores (Cohen’s κ) in each of the five score ranges,
for each of the four types of sentences (or text snippets).

for the sentence type (or, in the case of the relative simplic-
ity evaluation, for the sentence pair type).

7.1. IAA in Absolute Evaluations
In the case of the absolute simplicity evaluation, each sen-
tence was marked with a 1–5 score. For each group (native
or non-native) of 190 annotator pairs, and for each of the
five IAA score ranges, we count the number of annotator
pairs with the IAA in that range (Tables 6 and 7).
The obtained results confirm the earlier findings that native
speakers have better IAA than non-native speakers (Yatskar
et al., 2010; Yimam et al., 2017). The most striking, how-
ever, is that in both annotator groups, over 73% of annotator
pairs (regardless of the annotators group and the sentence
type) have a very low IAA agreement (0 < κ ≤ 0.2).
Both annotator groups show similar trends in how sentence
type influences the IAA (see Figures 1 and 2). In both
cases, the lowest IAA is achieved for the grammatical sen-
tences and those that were split.

Figure 1: Distribution of the IAA scores depending on the
sentence type for the native annotators.



Figure 2: Distribution of the IAA scores depending on the
sentence type for the non-native annotators.

κ range O>G O>S O>A G>S G>A S>A
0 < κ ≤ 0.2 133 118 23 128 125 149
0.2 < κ ≤ 0.4 40 49 0 40 49 21
0.4 < κ ≤ 0.6 14 18 40 17 12 18
0.6 < κ ≤ 0.8 1 3 70 4 1 0
0.8 < κ ≤ 1.0 2 2 57 1 3 2

Table 8: The number of pairs of native annotators with the
IAA scores (Cohen’s κ) in each of the five score ranges, for
each of the four types of sentences (or text snippets).

7.2. IAA in Relative Evaluations
In the case of the relative evaluation of simplicity, the
annotators are asked to answer ’yes’/’no’ to the question
whether one sentence is simpler than the other. For each
group (native or non-native) of 190 annotator pairs, and
each of the five IAA score ranges, we count the number of
annotator pairs with the IAA in that range (Tables 8 and 9).
As expected, the IAA is better for the relative evaluations
than for the absolute evaluations within both groups of an-
notators. We found significantly higher number of annota-
tor pairs with the κ between 0.4 and 0.6 in the relative eval-
uations than in the absolute evaluations. The most striking
is, however, that only the relative evaluations that compare
the original sentences with the fully simplified sentences
(O>A) achieve a very high number of good IAA scores,
within both annotator groups (with better inter-annotator
agreements within the native than within the non-native an-
notators).
These results call for caution in current TS evaluation meth-
ods, where human evaluations are either crowdsourced or

κ range O>G O>S O>A G>S G>A S>A
0 < κ ≤ 0.2 120 142 59 141 152 148
0.2 < κ ≤ 0.4 66 43 6 43 34 40
0.4 < κ ≤ 0.6 4 5 40 5 4 2
0.6 < κ ≤ 0.8 0 0 54 1 0 0
0.8 < κ ≤ 1.0 0 0 31 0 0 0

Table 9: The number of pairs of non-native annotators with
the IAA scores (Cohen’s κ) in each of five score ranges, for
each of the four types of sentences (or text snippets).

where the IAA is not checked (those studies that use very
few annotators usually have more experienced and well
trained annotators, with a high IAA reported).
Additionally, these results show that we can have reli-
able relative comparisons of simplicity only in those cases
where the differences between the two sentences are obvi-
ous (as in the case of the original sentence being compared
with the fully simplified sentence).

8. Conclusions

In this study, we explored the differences in how native
and non-native speakers perceive sentence simplicity, aim-
ing for better understanding of their simplification needs
and for better understanding how the choice of evaluators
(native or non-native speakers) can influence the results of
simplicity assessment. To do so, we built a new dataset
with human evaluation of simplicity of text snippets, care-
fully controlling for various factors that could influence the
perceived simplicity.
We found that native and non-native annotators differently
reward both grammaticality and various simplification op-
erations in their simplicity scores, and that grammatical-
ity influences simplicity score more than any other (non-
lexical) simplification transformation. These results imply
that we should be cautions when mixing native and non-
native annotators in TS evaluation, or when we use native
annotators for evaluating the simplicity of the sentences
simplified for non-native speakers, and vice versa.
The presented results also show that native and non-native
speakers have different needs for a better understanding of
the instructions in the IT troubleshooting domain. Gram-
matical correctness of the sentences influences the per-
ceived simplicity of the sentences more in native than in
non-native speakers. After the sentences have been split,
additional simplification operations (removing superfluous
words, conversion of passive to active voice, disambigua-
tion of meaning, and conversion to the canonical subject-
verb-object form) only improves the simplicity for native
speakers.
We further found that inter-annotator agreements measured
as the Cohen’s kappa (κ) are, in most cases, very low for
the majority of annotator pairs, regardless of the annota-
tors group (native vs. non-native) and the type of evaluation
performed (absolute evaluation of sentences on a 1–5 level
scale vs. relative evaluation with a ’yes’/’no’ answer to the
question whether one sentence is simpler than the other).
The only reliable results (in terms of the Cohen’s kappa)
seem to be those for the relative comparison of the original
and fully simplified sentences.
These results call for special caution in TS evaluation,
showing that crowdsourced evaluation without checking
the inter-annotator agreements can result in misleading re-
sults. They also show that the currently used absolute eval-
uation on a 1–5 Likert scale might not be suitable for the
sentence simplicity assessment, as it leads to high differ-
ences in scores across annotators even if they all belong to
the same annotators group (native or non-native).
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